
 

 

 
 

LA Dance Project revives a neglected work at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, Paris  

 

Bella Lewitzky’s 1970 Kinaesonata was among the pieces in this imaginative programme LA 

Dance Project in 'Kinaesonata' The dance world has a memory problem. Bella Lewitzky was a 

leading light of American modern dance for half a century, yet her choreography has all but 

disappeared from view since her death in 2004 — not least because her career took place in Los 

Angeles, a scene lacking the prestige of New York or Paris. It’s heartening, then, to see a young 

California-based company bring her back to the stage at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées. While 

seemingly every other international company was busy celebrating Merce Cunningham’s 

centenary, Benjamin Millepied and his LA Dance Project opted to reconstruct Lewitzky’s 1970 

Kinaesonata — a confident, musically accomplished piece, no less deserving of repeat 

performances than the work of her more famous peers. The compact geometry of her style 

doesn’t come easily to performers trained in ballet and contemporary dance, but its force here 

matched Alberto Ginastera’s assertive Piano Sonata No.1. Lewitzky’s two-dimensional shapes 

and lifts often took on a marmoreal quality, only to be punctuated with fluttering arms or a jump; 

one solo, danced by Janie Taylor, took that tension and turned it into introspection. Kinaesonata, 

which was last performed in Paris in 1975, might have looked even more modern without 

Charles Gaines’s cumbersome new backdrop — an oversize musical score — and the colourful 

bike shorts inflicted on the cast. The original designs were reportedly spare, and international 

audiences know too little about Lewitzky to appraise a makeover. Kinaesonata was sandwiched 

between two works new this year. A young choreographer, Madeline Hollander, offered 

kaleidoscopic patterns for eight dancers in 5 Live Calibrations — all suited to a migraine-

inducing, electronic ping-pong of a score by Celia Hollander, but not quite absolving it. Split 

Step, co-credited to visual artist Emily Mast and choreographer Zack Winokur, brought less 

maddening pleasures. Its twilight-like atmosphere, complete with theatrical smoke, is practically 

a contemporary dance cliché, yet the cast inhabited it with purpose. Individual gestures recurred 

within and outside the group, and all watched as encounters unfolded, including a combative 

duet for two women, whose strenuous hugs felt almost like a punch. While there is no overt 

narrative, Mast and Winokur have found a clear arc: as dancers fell to the ground near the end 

and ultimately turned the lights off around a single still body, the initial community appeared to 

come undone. Millepied’s fluent, fast-paced Hearts & Arrows served as the evening’s palate 

cleanser, but LA Dance Project’s greatest asset may well be his imaginative programming.  

 


